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Abstra t

This paper shows how to internalize the Kripke satisfa tion de nition using the basi hybrid
and explores the proof theoreti onsequen es of doing so. As we shall see, the
basi hybrid language enables us to transfer lassi Gabbay-style labelled dedu tion methods
from the metalanguage to the obje t language, and to handle labelling dis ipline logi ally.
This internalized approa h to labelled dedu tion links neatly with the Gabbay-style rules
now widely used in modal Hilbert-systems, enables ompleteness results for a wide range of
rst-order de nable frame lasses to be obtained automati ally, and extends to many ri her
languages. The paper dis usses related work by Jerry Seligman and Miroslava Tzakova and
on ludes with some re e tions on the status of labelling in modal logi .
language ,
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Introdu tion

Modern modal logi revolves around the Kripke satisfa tion relation:

M; w ':
This says that the model M satis es (or for es, or supports) the modal formula ' at
the state w in M. Now, the relation is indu tively de ned in the metalanguage.
In this paper we investigate the proof-theoreti onsequen es of internalizing this
relation; that is, mirroring it in the obje t language.
We internalize by de ning the basi hybrid language. This is obtained by making
two hanges to ordinary propositional modal logi . First we add a new sort of atomi
symbol alled nominals . These symbols, whi h we typi ally write as i, j , k and l,
are ordinary formulas. Synta ti ally they behave just like the familiar propositional
variables; they an be negated, onjoined, pla ed in the s ope of modalities, and so
on. But there is a ru ial semanti di eren e: any nominal will be true at exa tly
one state in any model. To add nominals to a modal language is in e e t to add a
olle tion of labels ; ea h nominal `labels' the unique state it is true at.
Se ond, we shall allow ourselves to form a new kind of formula: given a nominal
i, and any formula ', we an form i : '. These are the formulas that mirror the
relation; a formula of the form i : ' will be true at any state in a model if and only if
' is true at the (unique) state that i labels. We all these new i : pre xes satisfa tion
operators .
There are many reasons for being interested in hybrid languages, but this paper
is mostly on erned with dedu tion . So: what does the basi hybrid language have
to o er modal proof theory? Here's a preliminary list.
1

Internalizes the labelling me hanism The basi hybrid language obviously internalizes the apparatus of modal labelled dedu tion. Modal labelled dedu tion
(whi h tra es ba k to Fitting [20℄ and has been proposed as a systemati approa h to dedu tion by Dov Gabbay; see in parti ular [21℄) makes use of labels
in the metalanguage to regulate the proof pro ess. In su h approa hes, a modal
formula ' an be pre xed by a metalinguisti label l; a ommon notation for
this is l : ', whi h means that ' is true at the state labelled l. The extended
modal languages onsidered in this paper treat su h expressions as members in
good standing of the obje t language.
Internalizes dis ipline on labels This is perhaps the single most important point
to grasp. \Why?", the reader may be wondering, \treat nominals as formulas?
Why not simply add the i : ' onstru t, and only allow nominals to o ur in
su h ontexts?"
There are many reasons for treating nominals as formulas, but the most relevant
for present purposes is this: as Gabbay has repeatedly emphasized, it is not
enough to think of labelled dedu tion simply in terms of labels. Labels are the
building blo ks | but using labels in proofs requires that we have a dis ipline
on labels; that is, a systemati algebra of label manipulation.
By treating nominals as formulas that an be re ursively ombined with :, ^,
_, !, 3, 2 and : we fully internalize labelling dis ipline. Dis ipline won't be
imposed from the outside, it will emerge from the semanti s of our language. To
put it another way, when labels and satisfa tion are internalized in the obje t
language, dis ipline is simply another word for logi .
Link with Gabbay-style rules Internalized labelled dedu tion provides a transparent link between labelled dedu tion methods and the Gabbay-style proof
rules that have played an in reasingly important role in modal Hilbert systems
over the last twenty years (see [22℄). As I shall show, in the basi hybrid language the basi Gabbay-style proof rule simply is the ru ial sequent rule for
internalized labelled dedu tion. Indeed, this observation was the starting point
of the paper.
Generality Internalized labelled dedu tion is general in several senses. On e the
minimal al ulus has been spe i ed, al uli for a wide range of stronger logi s
an be obtained more-or-less automati ally. This in ludes omplete al uli not
only for frame lasses that ordinary modal languages an de ne (su h as the
lass of transitive frames) but for many lasses that ordinary modal languages
annot de ne (su h as the lass of irre exive frames). Moreover, internalized
labelled dedu tion extends to many other modal languages, and indeed to more
expressive hybrid languages in whi h we an bind labels.
Ease of use Be ause of the presen e of nominals and satisfa tion operators, we will
be able to make use of standard proof methods; no additional metalinguisti
ma hinery will be needed. I shall formulate internalized labelled dedu tion as
both an unsigned tableau system and as a sequent al ulus. Familiarity with
standard lassi al proof methods should enable the reader to arry out proofs
in either system without diÆ ulty.
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Internalized labelled dedu tion does not originate in this paper: it tra es ba k to
Jerry Seligman's work on dedu tion methods for Situation Theory (see [41, 42, 43℄).
In more re ent work, Seligman (see [44℄) has investigated what I all mixed systems,
an idea that has been independently explored by Miroslava Tzakova (see [48℄). Mixed
methods are an interesting alternative to full internalization, and I shall dis uss them
in Se tion 8. Two other re ent approa hes are worth noting: Demri's sequent systems
for nominal tense logi (see [17℄), and the Demri and Gore display al uli (see [18℄) for
nominal tense logi enri hed with the di eren e operator. These papers don't make
dire t use of satisfa tion operators, but many of the underlying ideas are similar to
those dis ussed here. Also relevant is Hasle's [29℄ HOL implementation of Prior's
third grade tense logi .
2

Internalizing Kripke semanti s

Let's start by re alling the syntax and semanti s of ordinary propositional modal
logi . Given a set of propositional symbols PROP = fp; q; r; : : :g, the set of formulas
of the basi modal language (over PROP) is de ned as follows:
WFF := p j :' j ' ^

j ' _ j ' ! j 3' j 2':
onne tive I shall use is $, and this has its usual de

The only de ned
nition.
The basi modal language is interpreted on models . A model M is a triple
(W; R; V ). Here W is a non-empty set of states, and R is a binary relation on W .
The pair (W; R) is alled the frame underlying M, and M is said to be a model
over (W; R). Sometimes additional properties may be demanded of R (for example
transitivity, irre exivity, density, or antisymmetry) and I shall dis uss su h demands
later; but for the time being R is simply an arbitrary binary relation on W . V (the
valuation ) is a fun tion with domain PROP and range Pow (W ); it tells us at whi h
states (if any) ea h propositional symbol is true.
Interpretation is arried out using the Kripke satisfa tion de nition. This is dened as follows. Let M = (W; R; V ) and w 2 W . Then:

M; w
M; w
M; w
M; w
M; w
M; w
M; w

p

:'
'^
'_
'!
3'
2'

i
i
i
i
i
i
i

w 2 V (p); where p 2 PROP
M; w 6 '
M; w ' and M; w
M; w ' or M; w
M; w 6 ' or M; w
9w0 (wRw0 & M; w0 ')
8w0 (wRw0 ) M; w0 '):

If M; w ' we say that ' is satis ed in M at w.
So far, everything should be familiar | so let's go a step further and internalize
the Kripke satisfa tion de nition by enri hing the basi modal language with nominals
and satisfa tion operators. Let NOM be a nonempty set, disjoint from PROP. The
elements of NOM are alled nominals, and we typi ally write them as i, j , k and l.
We now de ne the basi hybrid language (over PROP and NOM) to be the following
olle tion of formulas:
3

WFF := i j p j :' j ' ^ j ' _ j ' ! j 3' j 2' j i : ':
For any nominal i, we shall all the symbol sequen e i : a satisfa tion operator.1 A
formula of the form i : ' or :i : ' is alled a satisfa tion statement ; su h statements
form the ba kbone of our proof systems. Note that :i : ' is :(i : '). It annot be
(:i): ', for this expression is not a formula.
The key point to note is that nominals are perfe tly ordinary formulas. Although
nominals will label states (that is, although they will play mu h the same semanti
role as rst-order onstants), synta ti ally they are simply a se ond sort of atomi
formula. For example, the previous de nition permits us to form w s like

3(i ^ p) ^ 3(i ^ q) ! 3(p ^ q)
in whi h labelling information (en oded by nominals) is freely mixed with arbitrary
propositional information using the booleans and modalities. This mixing of information is vital to the proof theoreti al work of the paper: it is pre isely be ause
labelling has been fully internalized into the obje t language that the dis ipline required to ontrol dedu tion will emerge. For example, under the semanti s de ned
below, the previous formula is valid: be ause the ante edent guarantees the existen e
of both a su essor state labelled i at whi h p is true, and a su essor state labelled i
at whi h q is true, then there must be at least one su essor state (namely the unique
state labelled i) at whi h both p and q are true. In short, our semanti s will support
a ri h logi of labelling, and this will arry mu h of the dedu tive load for us.
So let's be pre ise about the intended semanti s. We have already said that we
want nominals to fun tion as labels by being true at exa tly one state, and that we
want i : ' to be an obje t language orrelate of the metalinguisti relation w '. It is
straightforward to a hieve these goals. Given a frame F = (W; R), a valuation on F
will now be a fun tion with domain PROP[NOM and range Pow (W ). And now for
the key on ept: a standard valuation on F is a valuation su h that for all i 2 NOM,
V (i) is a singleton subset of W . That is, a standard valuation makes ea h nominal
true at a unique point in a model; the nominal labels this point by being true there
and nowhere else. We all the unique point w that belongs to V (i) the denotation
of i under V . We say that a model M = (W; R; V ) is standard if and only if V is
standard, and we interpret the basi hybrid language on standard models by adding
the following two lauses to the Kripke satisfa tion de nition:

M; w i
M; w i : '

i
i

w is the denotation of i under V
where i is the denotation of i under V:

M; i ';

That is, to evaluate i : ' we jump to the denotation of i and evaluate ' there. Note
that if a satisfa tion statement (whether of the form i : ' or :i : ') is satis ed at one
state in a model, then it is satis ed at all states in that model.
If ' is satis ed at all states in a standard model M, then we say that ' is globally
satis ed in M and write M '. If F is a frame, and for all standard models M
based on F we have M ', then we say that ' is valid on F and write F '. If '

1 Other suggestive terms in lude: jump operator, situating operator, lo alizing operator, and
supports operator. Another term is at operator, and i : ' is written i ' in [8, 11, 12, 2℄.
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is valid on all frames we all it a validity and write '. These on epts are extended
to sets of formulas in the obvious way.
It should now be lear that the basi hybrid language internalizes the Kripke
satisfa tion de nition; arguably, it does so in a parti ularly natural way. The basi
hybrid language is very mu h a modal language. Although we have introdu ed labels
into the obje t language, these are simply spe ial atomi formulas; they involve no
strange new synta ti me hanisms. What about the satisfa tion operators? These
are also modally natural, for they are simply normal modal operators. To see this,
observe that for every nominal i,

i :(' ! ) ! (i : ' ! i : ):
That is, all satisfa tion operators validate the modal normality s hema. Moreover,
we have that
' implies
i : ':
That is, the rule of ne essitation holds for every satisfa tion operator too. In short,
ea h satisfa tion operator supports the minimal modal logi K , and is thus a normal
modal operator. A tually, satisfa tion operators support a far ri her logi than K .
For example, ea h pre x validates the self-duality s hema,

i : ' $ :i : :';
and a lot more besides; we shall see more examples later.
Moreover, the basi hybrid language turns out to be a simple modal language; in
fa t, its satis ability problem (de iding whether a given formula is satis able) is no
harder than the satis ability problem for ordinary propositional modal logi :

Theorem 1 The satis ability problem for the basi hybrid language is pspa eomplete.
Proof pspa e-hardness is lear, for the basi hybrid language ontains the satisability problem for ordinary propositional modal logi as a spe ial ase, and this
problem is known to be pspa e-hard (see [34℄). A pspa e algorithm for basi hybrid
satis ability is given in [2℄.
So from a omplexity-theoreti perspe tive, the basi hybrid language is o ering us
something for nothing | but what exa tly? Essentially this: the power to onstru t
a modal theory of state equality and a modal theory of state su ession in the obje t
language. To see why, note that i : j says that the states labelled i and j are identi al,
while the statement :i : j says they are distin t. That is, these near-atomi satisfa tion
statements are analogous to rst-order atomi formulas of the form = d and :( =
d). And we an also form state su ession statements: i : 3j states that the state
labelled j is a su essor of the state labelled i, while :i : 3j denies this. Again, these
are near-atomi satisfa tion statements, and they are learly analogous to rst-order
atomi formulas of the form R d and :R d. The proof methods dis ussed in this
paper systemati ally exploit su h near-atomi satisfa tion statements.2
2 Model theoreti ally, these remarks ould be summed up as follows: the basi hybrid language
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The basi hybrid language is modally natural for yet another reason: the pure
formulas it ontains o er a simple handle on another key modal theme: frame de-

nability and its intera tion with ompleteness. A pure formula is a formula that
ontains no propositional variables. That is, the only atomi symbols pure formulas
ontain are nominals. As for frame de nability, a formula ' de nes a lass of frames
F if and only if F
' i F 2 F (that is, a formula de nes the lass of frames it
is valid on). When we say a modal formula de nes a ertain property (for example,
transitivity) we mean it de nes the lass of all frames with that property.
What properties an we de ne using pure formulas? For a start, we an de ne
many properties that are de nable in the basi modal language:

i ! 3i
Re exivity
i ! 23i
Symmetry
33i ! 3i
Transitivity
3i ! 33i
Density
3i ^ 3j ! 3(i ^ j )
Determinism :
More interestingly, we an de ne many properties that are not de nable in the
basi modal language:
i ! :3i
Irre exivity
i ! 2:3i
Asymmetry
i ! 2(3i ! i)
Antisymmetry
33i ! :3i
Intransitivity
3i
Universality :
(Universality means 8x8yRxy.) Note that the above examples make no use of satisfa tion operators. With their help we an de ne even more:
j : 3i _ j : i _ i : 3j
Tri hotomy
i :(:j ^ :k) ! j : k
At Most 2 States :
(Tri hotomy means 8x8y(Rxy _ x = y _ Ryx).) Note that the formula de ning At
Most 2 States is an en oding of the Pigeonhole Prin iple that an be generalized to
any natural number n. For example, to pi k out the frames ontaining at most 3
states we write:
i :(:j ^ :k ^ :l) ^ j :(:k ^ :l) ! k : l:
All the properties just de ned are rst-order. This is no oin iden e. It is straightforward to extend the Standard Translation of the basi modal language into lassi al
logi to the basi hybrid language (various ways of doing so an be found in [8℄ and
[2℄) and it follows immediately from the form these extensions take that pure formulas an only de ne rst-order properties. The key point is that nominals an be

M

enables us to de ne diagrams. We do so as follows. If
= (W; R; V ) is a model, add a new nominal
iw to NOM for every w W , and extend V to a new valuation V W by de ning V W (iw ) = w .
De ne W to be (W; R; V W ). We then de ne the positive diagram of
to be the set of all
satisfa tion statements of the form i : j , i : p, and i : 3j (in the extended language) that are satis ed
in W , and de ne the diagram of
to be the set of all su h satisfa tion statements, together with
their negations, that are satis ed in W . As its name suggests, the diagram of a model ondenses
an exa t pi ture of the model into a set of near-atomi satisfa tion statements. In fa t, the proof
methods we shall develop an be thought of, in a very real sense, as diagrammati reasoning.

M

M

2

M
M
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translated to free rst-order variables (or indeed, rst-order onstants). Hen e, as no
ordinary propositional variables appear in pure formulas, no se ond-order quanti ation is need to a ount for their frame-de ning powers.3 A losely related (and for
present purposes, more important) point about pure formulas is the following: not
only do they de ne the stated properties, they automati ally give rise to omplete
al uli for the lass of frames with that property. This is remarkably easy to prove,
as we shall see when we turn to extended ompleteness results in Se tion 7.
Some general remarks. Not only is the i : symbol likely to be familiar from its
metalinguisti role in labelled dedu tion, the reader has probably seen similar obje tlevel \jump to the named state and evaluate" operators elsewhere. For example
Prior [38℄ makes use of a T (s; ') onstru t in his se ond grade tense logi (this says, '
is true at the time s), the Situation Cal ulus of M Carthy and Hayes [35℄ makes use of
the same idea, and su h operators are hara teristi of the Topologi al Logi of Res her
and Urquhart [40℄. Moreover Allen [1℄ introdu es a Holds(s; ') operator for temporal
representation in AI (this says that ' holds at the interval named s), Cresswell [16℄
makes use of satisfa tion operators for appli ations in natural language semanti s,
van Benthem [4℄ introdu es a gotos operator, and Buva, Buva and Mason [14℄ have
explored similar ideas to de ne logi s of ontext. And I doubt if this is even lose to
being an exhaustive list: satisfa tion operators are appealing and natural, and have
probably been invented on many other o asions.
However, while all this work is related to the ideas of this paper these systems
di er from the hybrid languages in a fundamental way. Although they in orporate
labels into the obje t language,
they don't treat labels as rst- lass itizens.

That is, they don't treat labels as formulas : we are not allowed to negate them,
onjoin them, pre x them with modalities, and so on. In these languages we are
only allowed to use nominals to form satisfa tion operators. The rst person to
take labels seriously | and to realize that being serious meant viewing labels as
spe ial propositions | was probably Arthur Prior, the founder of tense logi . Prior
introdu ed nominals (see Chapter V, se tion 6, and Appendix B, se tion 3, of [38℄) to
de ne what he alled third grade tense logi . Third grade tense logi is the tool that
enabled Prior to develop what he regarded as an adequate perspe tive on temporal
logi , and was probably the rst hybrid language to be developed.
Prior's motivation was largely philosophi al, and a full dis ussion of his work would
take us too far a eld. For present purposes it is enough to note that Prior's philosophi al journey leads to interesting te hni al territory. As is lear from our frame

3 There's a lot more that ould be said here, and no spa e to say it all, but the following remarks
may be helpful. First, an immediate onsequen e is that pure formulas annot de ne all the properties that the basi modal language an, for the use of propositional variables enables se ond-order
properties to be de ned. To give a standard example, the Lob axiom 2(2p p) 2p de nes the
property of being transitive and onverse well founded, whi h is not rst-order de nable. If we repla e
the propositional variable p in Lob by the nominal i we obtain the pure formula 2(2i i) 2i
whi h de nes a simple rst-order ondition; any frame whi h validates the Lob axiom will have this
rst-order property, but not onversely. Se ond, although pure formulas an de ne rst-order properties of frames that the basi modal language annot de ne, the reverse is also true. For example,
the Chur h-Rosser property is de nable in the basi modal language by 32p 23p, but no pure
formula de nes this property. For further information on frame de nability, see [23℄, [6℄, [8℄ and [2℄.
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de nability examples, treating labels as formulas has important onsequen es for expressivity. We have not yet begun to bind labels (many of the formalisms mentioned
above allow this) but we are already seeing gains in our ability to de ne frame lasses.
Treating labels as rst- lass itizens gives rise to a ne-grained expressivity hierar hy,
but if we use labels only in satisfa tion operators, we lose mu h of this.4 And more
is at stake than expressivity: the ability to freely manipulate labels in the obje t
language is the key idea needed to de ne general proof systems. And we don't need
to jump all the way up to formalisms with full rst-order expressive strength to reap
this bene t (many of the formalisms mentioned above are rst-order equivalent); the
ore dedu tive ma hinery required is already present in basi hybrid language. That
is, we have not only lo ated an expressivity hierar hy, we have lo ated a dedu tive
hierar hy too.
Here are some pointers to the literature on hybrid languages. For satisfa tion
operators in the presen e of nominals or bindable nominals see [41, 42, 43, 44, 8,
11, 12, 48, 2℄. There are also papers on hybrid languages ontaining nominals but no
satisfa tion operators: see in parti ular [37, 24, 25, 23, 6, 17, 18℄; some of these papers
use the universal modality (or the more powerful di eren e operator) to simulate the
e e t of satisfa tion operators, something Prior himself did.5 Finally, there is a long
tradition of work whi h explores hybrid languages in whi h it is possible to bind
nominals using the quanti ers 8 and 9: see [38, 13, 39, 36, 37, 26, 27, 28, 8, 9, 10℄.
3

Internalizing labelled dedu tion

We are now ready to internalize labelled dedu tion. I rst do so using a Smullyanstyle unsigned tableau system (see [46℄), whi h I will then reformulate as a sequent
al ulus.
I doubt if it's possible to beat unsigned tableau systems for sheer simpli ity.6 To
prove ' we test whether :' is a ontradi tion, and we do so by building a tree with
:' at its root. The tableau expansion rules tell us how to break this initial formula
down and expand the tree using the pie es. In the propositional ase the expansion
pro ess is me hani al (albeit non-deterministi ), and the meaning of the expansion
rules is transparent (they simply restate the satisfa tion onditions). The method uses
virtually no metatheoreti apparatus: a proof (that is, a losed tableau) is simply a

4 If we did not treat nominals as formulas | that is, if we only allowed them to o ur as the rst
argument of satisfa tion operators | then there would be a dramati drop in our ability to de ne
lasses of frames. For example, irre exivity would no longer be de nable.
5 The universal modality A has as satisfa tion de nition: ; w A' i
; w0 ' for all states
w0 in . That is, whereas i : internalizes the notion of satisfa tion at a point, A internalizes the
notion of global satisfa tion . Using the universal modality we an de ne satisfa tion operators (de ne
i : ' to be A(i ')) but the universal modality annot be de ned in the basi hybrid language.
While interesting and important, languages ontaining both A and nominals have drawba ks. If we
jump straight to su h languages we obs ure the fa t that the expressivity and dedu tive gains begin
lower in the hierar hy. Moreover, adding A gives us an EXPTIME- omplete satis ability problem
even if we don't add nominals. Finally, on e we start allowing ourselves to bind labels, adding A
atapults us straight up to full rst-order strength, even if we only make use of the intrinsi ally lo al
binder dis ussed later in this paper. For further dis ussion see [8, 11, 12℄.
6 For example, Hodges makes use of them in [30℄, an introdu tion to logi for readers with no
formal ba kground. The book su eeds in this task remarkably well, helped by the simpli ity of the
tableau al uli.
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tree whose nodes are de orated with obje t language formulas. There are no signs,
metalinguisti labels, or indeed anything else.
The key ideas of unsigned tableau systems adapt straightforwardly to the basi
hybrid language. Suppose we want to see if a formula ' is valid. Now, if ' is not
valid, it is possible to build a model for its negation at some state in some model. So,
let i be a nominal that does not o ur in ' (i a ts as a label for the putative falsifying
state). We systemati ally sear h for a model for :i : '; if we an't nd one, ' is valid.
We sear h for models by building a tree with :i : ' at its root. A proof will simply
be a tree whose nodes are de orated with obje t language formulas.
The tree will be expanded in a ordan e with the following rules. These fall into
four groups: rules for the booleans, rules for the satisfa tion operators, rules for
3 and 2, and rules for oping with the modal theories of state equality and state
su ession. In what follows, ' and are metavariables over arbitrary w s, s, t, and
u are metavariables over nominals, and a is a metavariable over new nominals (that
is, nominals that have not been used so far in that bran h of the tableau).
First, the rules for the booleans:
s : :'
:s : :' [::℄
:s : ' [:℄
s:'

s :(' ^ )
s:'
s:
s :(' _ )
s:' j s:
s :(' ! )
:s : ' j s :

:s :(' ^ )
:s : ' j :s : :^

^

[

℄

[

:s :(' _
:s : '
:s :
:s :(' !
s:'
:s :

_

[

℄

!

[

℄

)
)

℄

:_

[

℄

:!

[

℄

These rules should be self-explanatory: they merely state what it means for the
formula above the horizontal line (the input to the rule) to be satis ed at the point
labelled by a nominal s in a model. The :^-rule, the _-rule, and the !-rule are
alled bran hing rules for they yield two alternative outputs.
Now for the satisfa tion operators:
:s : t : ' [: : ℄
s:t:'
t:' [:℄
:t : '
That is, given a pair of nested satisfa tion operators, the outermost an be dis arded.
Now for the most interesting rules; those dealing with the modalities:
s : 3'
:s : 3' s : 3t [:3℄
s : 3a [3℄
:t : '
a:'

:s : 2' :2
s : 3a
:a : '

s : 2' s : 3t
2
t:'
[

℄

[
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Note that the 3-rule and :2-rules are stated using the metavariable a. This means
that when we apply these rules to some formula in a tableau, we should hoose a
nominal that hasn't been used so far in the tableau onstru tion pro ess. The 3-rule
is subje t to the following side ondition: we annot apply it to formulas of the form
s : 3' where ' is a nominal. Let's examine these rules more losely.
The 3-rule and the :2-rule are alled existential rules . These are the only rules
that introdu e new nominals into a tableau. Why do they do this? Consider the 3rule. This de omposes the existential demand made by formulas of the form s : 3' into
two subdemands: (1) that there is a su essor state to the state labelled s (we invent
a brand new name a for this su essor), and (2) that the state labelled a satis es
'. The :2-rule works analogously. In short, just as with all the other rules, we
have expressed the satisfa tion onditions using the resour es available in the obje t
language.
Some omments. First, there is a lear analogy between these rules and the way
existential quanti ers are handled in tableau systems for rst-order logi . Se ond,
there is an even more obvious analogy with the way Gabbay handles the logi of 3
in labelled dedu tion systems (see [21℄):

s : 3'

reate a; sRa; and a : '

In fa t, the only real di eren e is that Gabbay pro eeds by manipulating labels metalinguisti ally (in e e t, he makes use of a programming language ontaining expressions su h as ` reate ', `and ', `R', `:', and a supply of labels, to manipulate obje t
language formulas) whereas here we work with an obje t language ri h enough to
support the required dedu tion step internally. Third, it should now be lear why the
3-rule arries a side ondition: if we already have the information s : 3j , then it is
pointless to generate s : 3a and a : j . Doing so would simply invent a new label for
an already labelled state.7 Fourth, it should also be lear that we are in a genuine
sense doing diagrammati reasoning (see Footnote 3). All tableau systems are based
on model building. Here we sear h for models by trying to build the diagrams that
des ribes them.
Let's turn to the 2-rule and the :3-rule, the universal rules . Both rules are
binary (they take two formulas as input) and the se ond input to ea h rule (the minor
premiss) is a near-atomi satisfa tion statement of the form s : 3t. They should be
read as follows: if a bran h ontains a pair of formulas of the form shown above the
line, then we an extend that bran h by adding the formula shown below the line. I
have written the two input formulas side-by-side to indi ate that there is no ordering
intended on the input (that is, if you an nd a mat hing pair of formulas anywhere
on the bran h, no matter whi h o urs rst, you an apply the rule). In essen e,
these rules treat formulas of the form s : 2' and s : :3' as onstraints on su essors
of the state labelled s. Su h formulas an be regarded as demons s anning tableau
bran hes, demons summoned by formulas of the form s : 3t.
Although we have given a rule for ea h onne tive, we are not yet nished. One of
the key intuitions about the basi hybrid language is that it internalizes the me ha7 Note that this restri tion does not apply to the :2 rule. For example, if we have the information
that :s : 2j, then we should be able to name the j falsifying su essor, and by using :2 rule we an
do so: we obtain s : 3a and :a : j .
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nisms needed to formulate modal theories of state equality and state su ession. But
nothing in the system so far gets to grips with these ( ru ial) theories. How are we to
do so? In fa t, there are many interesting possibilities here, but one natural response
is to bolt on a rewrite system:
[s on bran h℄
s:s

[Ref℄

t:s
s:t

s:t t:'
s:'

[Sym℄

[Nom℄

s : 3t t : u
s : 3u

[Bridge℄

The meaning of the Ref and Sym rules should be lear (by \s on bran h " in the
statement of the Ref rule I simply mean that some formula on the bran h in question
ontains an o urren e of s). What about the Nom rule? This re e ts the fa t that
identi al states arry identi al information: if on a bran h we have the information
that s : t (thus s and t label identi al states), and we also have the information that
t : ', then we should be able to on lude that s : ', and this is pre isely what Nom
lets us do. Note that the \missing" transitivity rule (that is, from s : t and t : u to
dedu e s : u) is merely the spe ial ase of Nom in whi h ' is u. In short, the Ref, Sym,
and Nom rules re e t the fa t that the basi hybrid language is strong enough to talk
about state equality. Finally, Bridge regulates information about state su ession .
It's time for some examples. Let's rst prove the modal distribution axiom:

2(p ! q) ! (2p ! 2q):
We do so by hoosing a nominal that does not o ur in this formula (let's hoose i),
pre xing the formula with :i :, and applying tableau rules:

:i :(2(p ! q) ! (2p ! 2q))
i : 2(p ! q)
1; :!
:i :(2p ! 2q)
Ditto
i : 2p
20; :!
:i : 2q
Ditto
i : 3j
30; :2; j
:j : q
Ditto
j :p
3; 4; 2
j :(p ! q)
2; 4; 2
:j : p
j j :q
6; !
z 5; 7 z
z 40 ; 7 z
The annotations in the far right olumn tell us whi h rule was applied and where.
At line 4 we also indi ate whi h new nominal was introdu ed by the existential rule
:2 (in this ase, j ). The annotations z 5; 7 z and z 40 ; 7 z signal bran h losure
(bran hes ontaining ontradi tory information) and say where the on i ting items
an be found.
Now, the previous example showed how to use the tableau system to prove an
ordinary modal formula; and in fa t, it an prove any validity of the basi modal
language. But it an do a lot more than that. As we have already seen, the basi
hybrid language supports a ri h logi of labelling. Here's a simple example. The
following s hema is valid:
i : j ! (j : ' ! i : '):
1
2
20
3
30
4
40
5
6
7
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This s hema is essentially a re e tion in the obje t language of the idea aptured by
the Nom rule. (In fa t, this s hema plays a key role in the Hilbert system presented
in [11℄.) Any instan e of this s hema an be proved in seven steps as follows (here k
is some nominal that does not o ur in '):

:k :(i : j ! (j : ' ! i : '))

1
2
20
3
4
40
5
6
7

k :i:j
1; :!
:k :(j : ' ! i : ')
Ditto
i:j
2; :
k :j :'
20 ; :!
:k : i : '
Ditto
j :'
4; :
:i : '
40 ; ::
i:'
3; 5 Nom
z 6, 7 z
In a similar vein, observe that all instan es of 3i ^ i : ' ! 3' are valid. Any
instan e an be proved as follows (here j does not o ur in '):
1
2
20
3
30
4
5

:j :(3i ^ i : ' ! 3')
j :(3i ^ i : ')
1; :!
:j : 3'
Ditto
j : 3i
20 ; ^
j :i:'
Ditto
i:'
30 ; :
:i : '
20 ; 3; :3
z 4; 5 z

Finally, here's how to prove i : i, the simplest validity in the language:
1 :j : i : i
2 :i : i
1; ::
3 i:i
Ref
z 2, 3 z
So we have an easy-to-use minimal al ulus | indeed, in terms of simpli ity, it lies
between Smullyan's propositional and rst-order systems, and from the perspe tive
of modal orresponden e theory, that's just the way it should be. If desired, the
system an be onverted into a Smullyan-style signed system (see [46℄) by adding the
metalinguisti symbols T for true and F for false. Using this notation, the signed
rules for 3 are:
F s : 3' T s : 3t
T s : 3'
T s : 3a
Ft:'
T a:'
But the use of signs is unne essary: the basi hybrid language is ri h enough to take
are of everything.
Let's reformulate the tableau system as a ut-free sequent al ulus. In what follows, and  are multisets of satisfa tion statements and ! is the sequent arrow. A
sequent is an axiom if it is of the form  ! ; where  is any satis ability statement.
As stru tural rules we take Weakening and Contra tion.
12

!
!
; ; ! 
; ! 
;

!
! ; 
! ; ; 
! ; 

[WL℄

[WR℄

[CL℄

[CR℄

Here's a sele tion of sequent rules for the onne tives:
s : '; ! 
! ; s : '
s : :'; !  [:L℄
! ; s : :'

s : '; s : ;
s :(' ^ );

! ^
!
[

[

[ L℄

[

R℄

[ R℄

L℄

[

R℄

! ; s : '
! ; s : ^
! ; s :(' ^ )
! ; t : '
! ; s : t : ' :
! ; t : '
s : 3t; ! ; s : 3' 3
s : 3a; ! ; a : '
! ; s : 2' 2

L℄

! :
!
s : 3a; a : '; !  3
s : 3'; ! 
t : '; ! 
s : 2'; s : 3t; !  2
t : ';
s : t : ';

:

[

[

L℄

[

R℄

R℄

If these rules are read from top to bottom, the orresponden e between the sequent
and tableau rules should be obvious. In parti ular, note that 3L and 2R introdu e
a new nominal a, just as the 3-rule and the :2-rule do. But note: as formulated
above, the 3L and 2R rules rely on the presen e of ontra tion. For example, the
2L rule throws away the opy of s : 2' (and s : 3t) on the left. But su h formulas are
essentially onstraints , and we may need to reuse them later in the proof. Thus we will
typi ally need to apply ontra tion to dupli ate s : 2' before we apply this rule (like
the other rules, ontra tion should be read bottom to top). In a sense, ontra tion
is the sequent ounterpart of the tableau system's bran h-s anning demons. The
ontra tion rules an be dropped if we absorb their e e t into the relevant rules. For
example, 2L ould be stated as follows:
t : '; s : 2'; s : 3t; ! 
s : 2'; s : 3t; !  [2L℄
This lo alizes the e e ts of ontra tion, and has more of the avor of the orresponding
tableau rule.
Here are the sequent analogs of Ref , Sym, Nom and Bridge:
s : s; ! 
s : t; ! 
s : '; ! 
s : 3u; ! 
!
t : s; ! 
s : t; t : '; ! 
s : 3t; t : u; ! 
It is possible to formulate the rewrite system in this omparatively simple way be ause
of the ontra tion rules lurking in the ba kground. As with the orresponding tableau
rule, use of Ref an be restri ted to nominals that have o urred at some earlier stage
of the proof.
We won't use sequent-based internalized dedu tion often, though we will return
to it in Se tion 8 when we dis uss the work of Jerry Seligman. However the sequentbased presentation makes it easy to link internalized labelled dedu tion with another
aspe t of Gabbay's work, so let's turn to this right away.
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4

Gabbay-style rules

Nearly twenty years ago, Dov Gabbay augmented the standard Hilbert axiomatization
of modal logi with a new kind of proof rule (see [22℄). His idea has proved in uential
(and ontroversial) and a wide range of similar rules (now known as Gabbay-style rules
or rules for the unde nable ) have been developed for many modal languages.
Su h rules have one thing in ommon: they rest on the idea of labelling states.
Now, usually no spe ial syntax is provided for these state labels; rather, labelling is
simulated using ordinary propositional variables.8 But of ourse, in the basi hybrid
language we do have labels in the obje t language: so let's formulate a Gabbay-style
rule using nominals, and play with it a little.
To keep the rst formulation of the rule simple, I shall use the following notation:
formulas of the form 3(s ^ ') will be abbreviated to 3s'. Then a Gabbay-style rule
for the basi hybrid language is:

` 3t    3 s 3a ' ! 
` 3t    3s3' ! 
(Here a is a nominal distin t from s;    ; t that does not o
[Gabbay℄

ur in ' or .)
This rule is genuinely useful. Enri hing axiomati systems for the basi hybrid
language with all instan es of this rule enables us to build spe ial models in whi h
ea h point is labelled by a nominal, whi h makes it easy to prove a host of strong
ompleteness results (see Lemma 12 below and the a ompanying dis ussion). Unfortunately the rule is rather omplex: even in its abbreviated form it is more omplex
than ne essitation (from ` ' on lude ` 2') the standard modal proof rule. Moreover, we need all instan es of this rule, thus we are introdu ing rules whose \a tive
part" | that is, the 3a' o urren e | is embedded under arbitrarily deep nestings of
modalities. Furthermore, at rst glan e, the rule may be rather hard to understand.
Read ontrapositively (from bottom to top) with  instantiated to a ontradi tion, it
says: if 3s    3t3' is onsistent, then introdu ing a new name a for the state where
' is true is a onsisten y preserving operation. This is rather di erent from the familiar proof rules, and some modal logi ians regard Gabbay-style rules as te hni al
tri ks that should be used only as a last resort.
But appearan es are misleading: the rule has a natural interpretation, and is
eminently usable | in fa t, on e we've made one key simpli ation we will see that
it is nothing but the ru ial 3L sequent al ulus rule, lightly disguised.
Here's the simpli ation. The unpleasant aspe t of the previous rule is that it
requires us to paste in the new nominal a under arbitrarily deep embeddings of diamonds. But, as was pointed out in [11℄ and [12℄, we an avoid this with the help of
satisfa tion operators. In fa t, with their help we need only paste in a at a 3-depth
of 1. Here's the ru ial Paste-1 rule whi h allows us to do this:
` s : 3a' !  [Paste℄
` s : 3' ! 
That is, the satisfa tion operators enable us to dire tly spe ify what happens at s
(instead of laboriously haining our way through from t to s) and to paste in the
required new su essor nominal a. This ollapses the sta k of nested diamonds.
8 One ex eption to this is the work of the So a s hool who make use of a rule alled COV in modal
languages ontaining nominals; for further dis ussion of COV see [36℄, [23℄, and [9℄.
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And now 3L rule is staring us in the fa e. First, let's get rid of of the ` symbols,
turn the material impli ation arrow ! into the sequent arrow !, and expand our
3a abbreviation. This yields:

s : 3(a ^ ') ! 
s : 3' ! 
De omposing the onjun tion into a pair of formulas yields:
s : 3a; a : ' ! 
s : 3' ! 
This rule works in arbitrary dedu tive ontexts, so let's add a lefthand ontext ,
and turn  into a righthand ontext , thus obtaining 3L:
s : 3a; a : '; ! 
s : 3'; !  3
Far from being strange, or unnatural, or diÆ ult to use, Gabbay style rules are the
key to simple and usable proof systems | at least, for logi ians prepared to use hybrid
languages.
[

5

Soundness and systemati

L℄

onstru tion

I turn now to soundness and ompleteness results for internalized labelled dedu tion; I
shall work with the unsigned tableau presentation. This brief se tion lays the groundwork for the ompleteness results that follow; its main purpose is to de ne a notion
of systemati tableau onstru tion general enough to establish strong ompleteness
results for ountable languages.
Re all that every formula in a tableau is of the form s : ' or :s : ' and that su h
formulas are alled satisfa tion statements. Suppose that  is a set of satisfa tion
statements, and that R is one of our tableau rules. Then:
1. If R is not a bran hing rule, and R takes a single formula as input, and + is
the set obtained by adding to  all the formulas (there are at most two) yielded
by applying R to 1 2 , then we say that + is a result of expanding  by R.
2. If R is a binary rule (that is, it is either the 2-rule, the :3-rule, Nom or Bridge),
and + is the set obtained by adding to  the formula yielded by applying R
to 1 ; 2 2 , then we say that + is a result of expanding  by R.
3. If R is a bran hing rule (that is, either the :^-rule, the _-rule, or the !-rule),
and + is a set obtained by adding to  the formula yielded by one of the two
possible out omes of applying R to 1 2 , then we say that + is a result of
expanding  by R.
4. If a nominal s belongs to some formula in , then  [ fs : sg is the result of
expanding  by Ref .

De nition 2 (Satis able by label) Suppose that  is a set of satisfa tion statements and that M = (W; R; V ) is a standard model. We say that  is satis ed by
label in M if and only if for all formulas in :
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1. If s : ' 2 , then M; s

'; and

2. if :s : ' 2  then M; s 6 '.

(Here s is the denotation of s under V .) We say that  is satis able by label if and
only if there is a standard model in whi h it is satis ed by label.

Lemma 3 (Soundness) Suppose  is a set of satisfa tion statements that is satisable by label. Then, for any rule R, at least one of the sets obtainable by expanding
 by R is satis able by label.
Proof The only non-trivial ases are when R is an existential rule. But even these
are straightforward, as the reader an easily he k.
Thus our tableau rules annot lead us astray. If the formula :s : ' at the root of
the tree is satis able, then trivially it is satis able by label. But then the pre eding
lemma guarantees that all the formulas on at least one bran h of the tableau will by
satis able by label too.
It is time to turn to systemati tableau onstru tion. I shall de ne a notion of
systemati ity general enough to prove strong ompleteness for ountable languages
(languages in whi h both PROP and NOM are ountable sets). That is, ultimately I
want to show that any onsistent set of formulas in a ountable language has a model,
not just any nite set of formulas.
Now, the basi idea should be lear. Suppose PROP and NOM are both ountable,
and let  be a set of formulas in the basi hybrid language over these sets. We should
pi k a nominal i that does not o ur in any of these formulas, pre x ea h of these
formulas by i :, and start applying tableau rules.9
But there's a problem: maybe every nominal in NOM already o urs somewhere in
. And anyway, when we apply existential rules, we shall need to have a supply of new
nominals at our disposal. So let's take are of this right away. Let NEWNOM be a
ountable set that is pairwise disjoint with NOM and PROP. Assume that NEWNOM
has been enumerated. We shall use its elements as the new nominals needed in the
systemati onstru tion. Suppose that i is the rst nominal in the enumeration of
NEWNOM. Let i = fi :  j  2 g. Enumerate the elements of i and pro eed as
follows:
Stage 1. Draw a tree onsisting of a single node de orated by the rst element
of i . Call this T1 . Obviously T1 is a nite tree.
Stage n + 1.

Let Tn be the nite tree onstru ted at stage n. We now apply all
rules that are appli able to formulas (or pairs of formulas) in Tn . As Tn ontains
only nitely many nodes, only nitely many su h appli ations are possible, hen e
as no rule returns more than two formulas, the result will be a new nite tree.
(As for Ref , we'll assume that we apply it on e for ea h distin t nominal on ea h
bran h.) Now, we don't really are in whi h order the rules are applied, but the
following stipulations are important:

:

9 We pre x by i : rather than i : be ause we are thinking in terms of onsisten y rather than
provability. The systemati tableau onstru tion de ned below is very mu h an abstra t model
building pro ess. As we shall see, the heart of the strong ompleteness proof (Theorem 11) is to
re over nite proof trees from the in nite trees systemati onstru tion gives rise to.
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1. When we apply a non-bran hing rule, we add the formulas output by the
rule to the end of every bran h ontaining the input formula (or pair of
input formulas).
2. When we apply a bran hing rule, we split the end of every bran h ontaining the input formula, and add one possible output to one bran h, and the
other possible output to the other.
3. When we apply an existential rule, we always use the next unused nominal
in NEWNOM as the new nominal we require. (There will always be su h
a nominal, for we an only have used up nitely many by stage n, and
NEWNOM is in nite.)
On e we have applied all the rules, add the n + 1-th element of i to the end of
every bran h. Call the resulting tree Tn+1 . Clearly Tn+1 is nite.
The result of this pro ess is an !-sequen e of nite trees, ea h of whi h is isomorphi ally embedded in all its su essors. Let T be the tree obtained as the limit of this
sequen e; T will embody all the information in its prede essors, and will enable us to
prove strong ompleteness in the following se tion.
6

Hintikka sets and

ompleteness

With the notion of systemati tableau onstru tion de ned, we are ready to prove
ompleteness. The proof rests on the notion of Hintikka sets:

De nition 4 (Hintikka Sets) A set of satisfa tion statements H is alled a Hintikka set i it satis es the following onditions:

2 H then :s : 62 H .
For all nominals s and t, if s : 3t 2 H then :s : 3t 62 H .
If a nominal s o urs in any formula in H , then s : s 2 H .

1. For all atoms , and all nominals s, if s :
2.
3.

4. If H ontains a formula that one of the bran hing rules an be applied to, then
it ontains at least one of the formulas obtainable by making this appli ation.
5. If H ontains a pair of formulas that one of the binary rules an be applied to,
then it ontains all the formulas obtainable by making this appli ation.
6. If H ontains a formula that one of the existential rules an be applied to, then
for some nominal i it also ontains the formulas that would be obtained by
applying that rule to that formula using i as the new nominal a. (We shall all
su h a nominal i a witness .)
7. For any other rule, if H ontains a formula that one of the rules applies to, then
it ontains all the formulas obtainable by making this appli ation.
Items 1, 2 and 3, whi h regulate what happens to atomi or near-atomi formulas,
are among the most ru ial demands in the de nition: essentially they allow us to x
the diagram of the model we shall eventually build.
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De nition 5 Let H be a Hintikka set. De ne Nom(H ) to be

fi j i is a nominal that o urs in some formula in H g;
ne a binary relation H on Nom(H ) by i H j i i : j 2 H . Clearly H is an

and de
equivalen e relation: item 3 in the de nition of Hintikka sets ensures re exivity, while
losure under Sym and Nom guarantees symmetry and transitivity. If k 2 Nom(H ),
then jkj is the equivalen e lass of k under H .

Lemma 6 Let H be a Hintikka set, and suppose that i; k
following two assertions are equivalent:

2 Nom(H ).

Then the

1. i H k

2. For every formula ', i : ' 2 H i k : ' 2 H

Proof First suppose that i H k. Then i : k 2 H , and hen e k : i 2 H too. But then
item 2 holds be ause Hintikka sets are losed under Nom.
For the onverse, suppose that i : ' 2 H i k : ' 2 H . As k o urs in H , we have
that k : k 2 H . Hen e, taking ' to be k, it follows that i : k 2 H , whi h means that
i H k .
De nition 7 (Indu ed models) Given a Hintikka set H , let H = (W H ; RH ; V H )
be any triple that satis es the following ondition:
1. W H = fjkj j k 2 Nom(H )g.
2. jijRH jj j i i : 3j 2 H .

3. V H ( ) = fjkj j k : 2 H g, for all atoms that o ur in H . For any propositional
variable p not o urring in H , V H (p) an be any subset of W H , while for any
nominal i not o urring in H , V H (i) an be any singleton subset of W H .

Anti ipating the next lemma, we all su h H the standard models indu ed by H .
Lemma 8 Let H be a Hintikka set. Then any triple H = (W H ; RH ; V H ) of the kind
just des ribed is a standard model.
Proof To show that RH is well-de ned, we need to show that for all i; j; k; l 2
Nom(H ), if i H k and j H l, then jijRH jj j implies that jk jRH jlj. So suppose
i H k and j H l. Further suppose that jijRH jj j. By de nition this means that
i : 3j 2 H , hen e as i H k by Lemma 6 we have that k : 3j 2 H . But as j H l, we
also have that j : l 2 H . Hen e, by Bridge, k : 3l 2 H , and thus jkjRH jlj as required.
It is an immediate onsequen e of Lemma 6 that V H is well-de ned. But we also
need to show that V H is a standard valuation: that is, for all nominals i, V H (i) is a
singleton. By de nition this holds for any nominals not o urring in H , so suppose
i o urs in H . Then V H (i) ontains jij, for by item 3 in the de nition of Hintikka
sets, i : i 2 H . So suppose jj j 2 V H (i). But this means that j : i 2 H , whi h means
that j H i, whi h means that jj j = jij. Thus, for all nominals i, V H (i) is a singleton
subset of W H as required.
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Theorem 9 Let H be a Hintikka set and H a standard model indu ed by H . Then:
1. If i : ' 2 H , then H; jij

'.

2. If :i : ' 2 H , then H; jij 6 '.

That is, every formula in H is satis ed by label in H.

Proof By indu tion on the number of onne tives in '. If ' is an atomi formula
the result is lear. So suppose ' has the form 3j , for some nominal j . If i : 3j 2 H ,
then by the de nition of RH we have jijRH jj j. But by the ase for atomi formulas,
H; jj j j , hen e H; jij 3j , as required. On the other hand, suppose that :i : 3j 2
H . By item 2 in the de nition of Hintikka sets this means that i : 3j 62 H , whi h
means that it is not the ase that jijRH jj j. Now, by the atomi ase we know that
H; jj j j . Moreover, be ause V H is a standard valuation we know that jj j is the only
state where j is true. Hen e H; jij 6 3j .
The indu tive steps for booleans and satisfa tion operators are straightforward,
so let's turns to the modalities. First suppose that ' has the form 3 . We have just
proved the result for the ase when is a nominal, so suppose that is some other
kind of formula. If i : 3 2 H , then as is not a nominal it an be used as the input
to the 3 rule, and so by item 6 in the de nition of Hintikka sets there is some witness
j su h that i : 3j 2 H and j : 2 H . As i : 3j 2 H , we have that jijRH jj j; and as
j : 2 H , we have that H; jj j
by the indu tive hypothesis. Hen e H; jij 3 as
required.
So suppose instead that :i : 3 2 H . We need to show that for all jkj su h that
jijRH jkj, H; jkj 6 . So suppose that jijRH jkj; that is, i : 3k 2 H . Applying the
binary rule :3 to :i : 3 and i : 3k yields :k : , hen e as H is a Hintikka set, by
item 5 :k : 2 H . By the indu tive step for satisfa tion statements we thus have that
H; jkj 6 , hen e as jkj was an arbitrary su essor of jij it follows that H; jij 6 3 as
required.
The argument for formulas of the form 2 is mu h the same, hen e the stated
result holds by indu tion.
De nition 10 (Consisten y and provability) A bran h of a tableau is losed i
it ontains some satisfa tion statement and its negation, and a bran h whi h is not
losed is open. A tableau is losed i all its bran hes are losed. A formula  is
provable i there is a nite losed tableau whose root node is :i :  (here i an be
any nominal not o urring in ) and  is onsistent i : is not provable. A set of
formulas  is onsistent i for any nite subset f of , the onjun tion of all the
formulas in f is onsistent.
Theorem 11 (Strong ompleteness) Any onsistent set of formulas in a ountable language is satis able in a ountable standard model.
Proof Suppose  is a onsistent set of formulas. Carry out the systemati tableau
onstru tion des ribed in the previous se tion. Suppose for the sake of a ontradi tion
that the tableau T yielded by this pro ess is losed. Let B be any bran h on this
tableau. As B is losed, it ontains some satisfa tion statement and its negation. Let
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m be the least nite stage of the systemati onstru tion at whi h these formulas were
rst present together on (an initial segment of) bran h B ; de ne Dis ard(B ) to be

ft j t

is a node on B that does not belong to Tmg:

(That is, we keep all the information on the bran h up to and in luding the ontradi S
tion, and throw away everything generated later.) De ne Dis ard to be the union
of B Dis ard(B ), where B ranges over all bran hes in T . Let Clip(T ) be the tree
obtained by removing all the nodes in Dis ard. It should be lear that Clip(T ) is a
tree, but is it a nite tree? It must be. For suppose it is in nite. Then as every
node in T is the mother of at most two nodes, so is every node in Clip(T ). Hen e, by
Konigs Lemma, Clip(T ) must ontain an in nite bran h. But this is impossible: we
lipped o all bran hes nitely many steps away from the root.
Now for the heart of the argument: we shall see that T annot be losed as we
initially assumed. Sin e Clip(T ) is a nite tree, all of its nodes are ontained in Tn
for some nite n. Moreover, by onstru tion, every bran h in Tn is an extension of
a bran h in Clip(T ), whi h means that Tn is a losed tableau. As we shall now see,
this means that
:(1 ^    ^ n )
is provable, where 1 ; : : : ; n are the rst n formulas in the enumeration of  used by
the systemati onstru tion. In fa t we an read o the required proof from Tn .
We do this as follows. Form a tree with :i : :(1 ^    ^ n ) at its root, apply the
::-rule to obtain i :(1 ^    ^ n ), and then apply ^-rule n 1 times. Now mimi the
sequen e of rule appli ations used to systemati ally generate Tn . This an be done,
be ause the initial segment of the new tableau ontains not only i : 1 but also all the
i : 2 ; : : : ; i : n added in the rst n steps of the systemati onstru tion. But mimi king
the sequen e of rule appli ations means that we will generate a ontradi tion on every
bran h, whi h means we an prove :(1 ^  ^ n ), ontradi ting our assumption that
 is onsistent. We on lude that T must ontain at least one open bran h B .
The rest of the proof is standard. Let b be the set of all formulas on B ; be ause
of the systemati nature of the tableau onstru tion, b must be a Hintikka set. Let B
be the model indu ed by b; note that B is ountable as it is built out of equivalen e
lasses of nominals. By the previous theorem, every formula in b is satis ed by label
in B. In parti ular, every formula in i is satis ed at jij as required.
7

Extensions

In this se tion I show how internalized labelled dedu tion opes with three di erent
kinds of extension. First, I show that the method an be adapted to obtain logi s for
a wide range of rst-order de nable frame lasses. Se ond, I show how to adapt it
to di erent modal languages by examining the ase of Priorean tense logi . Lastly, I
adapt it to stronger hybrid languages in whi h we an bind labels.
Logi s of other frame

lasses

I gave several examples of properties de nable using pure formulas (that is, formulas
ontaining no propositional variables) in Se tion 2. Some of these properties (for
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example, transitivity) were de nable in the basi modal language, others (for example,
irre exivity) were not. I am now going to let pure formulas be used as axioms in
tableau proofs; this will enable us to prove a strong ompleteness theorem overing
many important lasses of frames.
Let's start with an example: a tableau system for deterministi frames (that is,
frames (W; R) where R is a partial fun tion). Here's the required axiom: 3i ! 2i.
This de nes determinism and we an use it in tableau proofs as follows. Let j and k
be any nominals (not ne essarily distin t) that o ur on the same bran h of a tableau.
Then at any stage of the tableau onstru tion we are allowed to add j :  to the end of
this bran h, where  is the axiom or results from the axiom by uniformly substituting
k for i.10
What an we prove in the resulting system? Well, any deterministi frame validates (3p ^ 3q) ! 3(p ^ q), so this should be provable, and indeed it is:
1
2
20
3
30
4
40
5
50
6
7
:i : 3j
8 z 4, 7 z
9
10
11
12

:i :((3p ^ 3q) ! 3(p ^ q))
i :(3p ^ 3q)
:i : 3(p ^ q)
i : 3p
i : 3q
i : 3j

1; :!
Ditto
2; ^
Ditto
3; 3; j
Ditto
30 ; 3; k
Ditto
Axiom
6; !
5; 7; 2
8; Sym
50 ; 9; Nom
20 ; 4; :3
11; :^

j :p
i : 3k
k :q
i :(3j ! 2j )
j i : 2j
k :j
j :k
j :q
:j :(p ^ q)
:j : p j :j : q
z 40 ; 12 z
z 10, 12 z
That's the basi idea. Let's generalize it and prove an extended strong ompleteness result.11 As my starting point, I'll take the following lemma from Gargov and
Goranko [23℄:
Lemma 12 Let S be a non-empty set of nominals and let Pure be a set of pure
formulas that is losed under uniform substitution of nominals in S for nominals.
(That is, if  2 Pure, and s() is obtainable from  by uniformly repla ing nominals
in  by nominals from S , then s() 2 Pure.) Let M = (F ; V ) be a model su h that

10 We've seen this me hanism before. In essen e, this is the way the Ref rule works: the presen e
of a nominal on a bran h allows us to introdu e a ertain formula built out of that nominal. Given
that Ref is there to help us ode a modal theory of state equality, and that we are now trying to
ode a modal theory of determinism, this similarity is unsurprising.
11 While the generality of the following ompleteness result may ome as a surprise if you have never
worked with nominals before, the only real novelty is that it is being shown for a non Hilbert-style
proof system. Histori ally, the good behavior of pure formulas in Hilbert-style systems has been an
important motivation for introdu ing nominals, and a variety of analogous results have been proved
for Hilbert systems in various hybrid languages; see [13℄, [37℄, [25℄, [23℄, [11℄ and [12℄.
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Pure is globally satis ed in M, and every state in F is the denotation of some nominal
in S under V . Then F Pure.

Proof Suppose for the sake of a ontradi tion that F 6 Pure. Then for some
standard valuation V 0 , some state w, and some  2 Pure we have that (F ; V 0 ); w 6 .
Let i1; : : : ; in be the nominals o urring in . Let j1 ; : : : ; jn be nominals in S su h
that V (j1 ) = V 0 (i1 ), . . . , V (jn ) = V 0 (in ); su h nominals exist, for V labels every
state in F with a nominal from S . Hen e, as (F ; V 0 ); w 6 , we have that (F ; V ); w 6
[j1 =i1 ; : : : ; jn =in ℄. But Pure is losed under uniform substitution of nominals in S for
nominals, hen e [j1 =i1; : : : ; jn =in℄ belongs to Pure and is globally satis ed in (F ; V ).
We on lude that F Pure.
If Axiom is a nite or ountably in nite set of pure formulas, let H + Axiom be the
tableau system that results by using the formulas in Axiom as axioms. That is, for
any formula  in Axiom, and any nominals j , j1 ; : : : ; jn that o ur on a bran h of
a tableau, we are free to add either j :  or j : [j1 =i1 ; : : : ; jn =in℄ to the end of that
bran h (here i1 : : : ; in are nominals in ).

Theorem 13 (Extended Strong Completeness) Let Axiom be a nite or ountably in nite set of pure formulas and let Axiom be the lass of frames that Axiom
de nes. Any H + Axiom- onsistent set of formulas in a ountable language is satis able in a ountable standard model based on a frame in Axiom.
Proof I will sket h the main steps. Mu h as in the proof of Theorem 11, given an
onstru tion to build
a model B that satis es all formulas in  at a single point. But we also need to
guarantee that the frame underlying B validates Axiom, and this means we must
modify our notion of systemati tableau onstru tion as follows.
Enumerate the axioms in Axiom as 1 ; 2 ; 3 ; : : :, and let i be the new nominal
we are using to start the tableau onstru tion. Carry out stage 1 of the systemati
onstru tion as des ribed before, and then add i : 1 to the end of the tableau. (Thus
at the end of stage 1 we no longer have a tree onsisting of a single node, but a
tree onsisting of two nodes; the root is labelled by a formula of the form i : , and
the se ond node is labelled by i : 1 .) We arry out stage n + 1 of the systemati
onstru tion as des ribed before, and then, for every bran h B in the tableau and
every axiom  2 f1; : : : n g, we add all formulas of the form j : [j1 =i1; : : : ; jn =in℄ to
the end of B ; here i1 : : : ; in are nominals that o ur in  and j , j1 ; : : : ; jn are nominals
that o ur on B . We then add i : n+1 to the end of every bran h. In short, our new
notion of systemati ity is to add axioms one by one and substitute previously used
nominals. At every nite stage n, every bran h ontains only nitely many nominals,
thus this pro ess yields another nite tree.
Suppose that B is an open bran h of the tableau T obtained at the limit of this
modi ed onstru tion. Let b be the set of formulas on B . As before b is a Hintikka
set, hen e by Theorem 9 every formula in b is satis ed by label in B, the model
indu ed by b. But b (and hen e B) has other pleasant properties; as I shall now
show, we an apply Lemma 12.
Let SB be the set of nominals that o ur in some formula in B , and let b(Axiom)
be the smallest set ontaining Axiom that is losed under substitution of nominals

H + Axiom- onsistent set of formulas  we will use systemati
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in SB for nominals. Be ause of the way we de ned the new notion of systemati ity,
if  2 b(Axiom), then for every nominal j 2 SB , j :  is on bran h B . But as
every state in B is labelled by some nominal (re all that the states in B are simply
equivalen e lasses of nominals that o ur on B ) it follows that all su h formulas  are
globally satis ed in B . But this means that SB and b(Axiom) ful ll the requirements
of Lemma 12, hen e b(Axiom), and hen e Axiom, is valid on the frame underlying B.
But now the proof follows mu h the same lines as that of Theorem 11. Given
an H + Axiom- onsistent set of formulas , we arry out our new systemati tableau
onstru tion. Cru ially, we an show that the resulting tableau must ontain at least
one open bran h. (As before, the key point to observe is that this an be shown
by ontradi tion: we mimi the sequen e of rule appli ations used to systemati ally
build some nite stage losed tableau Tn . This part of the argument requires more
are than the previous version, for we have to take the axioms into a ount.) Hen e
there must be at least one open bran h B , and as the model indu ed by this bran h
validates Axiom and satis es all formulas in  at jij we are through.
While the ompleteness result just stated is general, it only applies to rst-order
de nable frame lasses, for these are the only frame lasses that pure formulas an
de ne. For some purposes (for example, typi al appli ations of feature logi ) this
is enough.12 Nonetheless, it is obviously important to extend internalized labelled
dedu tion methods to intrinsi ally se ond-order systems. I leave this for another
o asion.
Tense Logi

I now show how to apply internalized labelled dedu tion to other modal languages
by dis ussing the ase of tense logi . I assume that the reader is familiar with tense
logi and its Kripke semanti s, merely ommenting that I shall use the standard
notation (due to Arthur Prior) in whi h 3 is written as F , 2 is written as G, and
the symbols P and H are the ba kward looking ounterparts of F and G respe tively.
We internalize the satisfa tion relation just as we did for the basi modal language:
by adding nominals and satisfa tion operators.
So how an we de ne an unsigned tableau system for this language? Very straightforwardly. The rules for the booleans, the satisfa tion operators, and Ref , Sym, and
Nom are un hanged. The rules for F and G are simply the rules for 3 and 2 written

12 One referee raised the following question: given that the result overs only rst-order de nable
frame lasses, why not work dire tly in rst-order logi ? A tually, at least in the short term, for some
appli ations this may be a sensible option to explore: after all there is a wealth of expertise in rstorder theorem proving. Nonetheless, the fa t remains that for many appli ations we are working in
highly-restri ted, often de idable, fragments of rst-order logi . The basi hybrid language gives us
a new way of thinking about su h fragments, and (in my view) in the long run the more ne-grained
perspe tive it o ers is more likely to lead to pra ti al inferen e methods for many appli ations. I
ertainly believe it is worthwhile experimenting with implementations of hybrid logi s for pra ti al
appli ations.
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in Priorean notation:

s:F '
s:F a
a:'

:s : F ' s : F t :
:t : '

[F℄

s : G' s : F t
t:'

[

F℄

:s : G' :
s:F a
:a : '

[G℄

[

G℄

For P and H , we use the mirror images of these rules (that is, these rules with F
repla ed by P , and G repla ed by H ):

s:P '
s:P a
a:'

:s : P ' s : P t :
:t : '

[P℄

s : H' s : P t
t:'

[

P℄

:s : H' :
s:P a
:a : '

[H℄

[

H℄

Next we need to pin down the required intera tion between the forward and ba kward looking modalities. (That is, we need to insist that these modalities are not
independent: they exploit the same relation, but in opposite dire tions.) We do this
by adding the following pair of rewrite rules, the transposition rules:

s:F t
s:P t
t:F s
t:P s
Only one task remains: reformulating the original Bridge rule in Priorean notation
and adding its ba kward looking ounterpart:
[Transpose-P℄

[Transpose-F℄

s:F t t:u
s:P t t:u
s:P u
s:F u
That's it. As an example, lets prove p ! HF p, a standard axiom of tense logi :
[Bridge-P℄

[Bridge-F℄

1 :i :(p ! HF p)
2 i:p
20 :i : HF p
3 i:P j
30 :j : F p
4 j :F i
5 :i : p
z 2, 5 z

1; :!
Ditto
20 ; :H; j
Ditto
3; Transpose-P
30 ; 4; :F

The notions of systemati tableau onstru tion and Hintikka sets an be easily
adapted to prove that this system is strongly omplete with respe t to the lass of all
frames. (All that really requires he king is that Transpose-F and Transpose-P enfor e
the required intera tion between the modalities, and they do.) Moreover, as in the
modal ase, this result is a stepping stone to a wide range of omplete axiomatizations
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for other frame lasses: as before, if we add pure formulas as axioms, ompleteness
results are automati .13
Internalized labelled dedu tion systems for a wide range of multi-modal logi s
an be obtained in mu h the same way as for Priorean tense logi : we internalize
the Kripke satisfa tion using nominals and satisfa tion operators, add the required
modality rules, and then try to pin down the required intera tion prin iples.14 But
I won't explore these topi s further here; instead I want to show that even stronger
logi s of labels an be internalized.
Binding labels

Why not bind the labels in our obje t language? To illustrate what is involved, I'll
add the # binder to the basi hybrid language. This enables us to bind labels to the
urrent state: so to speak, it reates a name for the here-and-now (wherever that
might happen to be).
Here are the required synta ti hanges. We hoose a denumerably in nite set
SVAR = fx; y; z: : : :g, the set of state variables , disjoint from both PROP and NOM.
We then stipulate that:
WFF := x j i j p j :' j ' ^

j ' _ j ' ! j 3' j 2' j i : ' j x : ' j #x':

That is, only three hanges have been made to the previous syntax: all state
variables are formulas; state variables an be used to build satisfa tion statements;
and ( ru ially) we an bind state variables by building w s of the form #x'. In su h a
formula, all free o urren es of x in ' are bound by the o urren e of #x. If a formula
ontains no free o urren es of any variable it is alled a senten e.15
Note that state variables are formulas, just as nominals are. And in the semanti s
presented below, state variables are going to be formulas true at pre isely one state,
just as nominals are. So why bother drawing a distin tion between state variables
and nominals? Why not dire tly bind nominals with #? Well, we ould have done
things this way | but I nd it neater to have two types of label: those whi h an be
bound (state variables) and those whi h annot (nominals). In e e t, nominals will
a play a role for us analogous to that of parameters in rst-order proof theory.
Now for the semanti s. We need a way to ope with the interpretation of bound
variables, and a onvenient way to do this is to make use of Tarski-style assignment

13 And we an do some interesting new things in the tense logi al ase. For example, the lass of
Chur h-Rosser frames is not de nable in the basi hybrid language, but it is de nable in the hybrid
tense language, and we don't even have to use satisfa tion operators:
F i F j F (i F P j ):
But we pay a pri e for this expressivity. The satisfa tion problem for ordinary Priorean tense logi
over arbitrary frames is PSPACE- omplete, but Maarten Marx has given an extremely simple and
elegant proof whi h shows that adding even one nominal to tense logi yields a system with an
EXPTIME-hard satisfa tion problem over arbitrary frames; you an nd the proof in [2℄.
14 Above we added extra rewrite rules, namely Transpose-F and Transpose-P, to apture the required
tense logi al intera tions, but we ould instead have made use of the (pure) axioms i HF i and
i GP i. More generally, when working with multimodal languages in whi h the required intera tion
prin iple an be aptured using pure axioms, ompleteness is immediate by Lemma 12 (the number
of modalities the underlying modal language ontains is irrelevant to the proof of this lemma).
15 Pre ise de nitions of su h on epts as free , bound , substitution , and so on an be found in [9℄.
But they're not needed here; experien e with lassi al logi or lambda al ulus is a reliable guide.

^ ! ^

!

!
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fun tions. So, given a model M = (W; R; V ), an assignment on M is a fun tion
g : SVAR ! W . (Thus an assignment makes a state variable true at pre isely one
state.) We then relativize the lauses of the satisfa tion de nition for the basi hybrid
language to assignments, and add the three new lauses we require. Here's a sele tion:

M; g; w
M; g; w
M; g; w
M; g; w
M; g; w

x
i
w = g(x) where x 2 SVAR
x:'
i
M; g; g(x) '
'^
i
M; g; w ' and M; g; w
3'
i
9w0 (wRw0 & M; g; w0 x')
#x' i M; g0 ; w '; where g0  g and g0 (x) = w
The rst four lauses are obvious generalizations of those we have seen before.
The fth does something new: it de nes # to be an operator that binds variables to
the state w at whi h evaluation is being performed. The notation g0 x g means that
g0 is the assignment that di ers from g, if at all, only in what it assigns to x. By
stipulating that g0 (x) is to be w, we bind a label to the here-and-now. A formula
of this language is valid if it is globally satis ed in any standard model under any
assignment.
The resulting language is attra tive. For example, # ooperates smoothly with the
satisfa tion operators to enable us to de ne Until :
Until('; ) := #x(3#y (' ^ x : 2(3y ! )):

But as this language has been dis ussed at length in [7℄, [11℄, [12℄ and [2℄ (and see [27℄
for a stronger system ontaining #), let's turn straight to the question of providing it
with an internalized labelled dedu tion system.16
The pleasant thing is, there's not mu h to say. First, we an re-use our original
tableau rules for the booleans, satisfa tion operators, and modalities, and also our
rewrite rules, by making one small hange: we should now interpret the metavariables
s, t and u in these rules as ranging over both nominals and state variables. Note,
however, that in the statement of the existential rules, a will ontinue to be interpreted
as a new nominal . Doing so means that we don't have to worry about a getting
a identally bound (that is, we really are using nominals as parameters).
Se ond, we add the #-rule and the :#-rule:

:s : #x'
s : #x'
s : '[s=x℄ #
:s : '[s=x℄ :#
(Here '[s=x℄ means substitute s for all free o urren es of x in '. If s is a variable,
before substituting we rename bound o urren es of s in ' to prevent a idental
apture.)
[ ℄

[

℄

16 A number of results about this language have been proved re ently. For example, Maarten
Marx and I, using di erent te hniques, have shown that senten es of the -enri hed basi hybrid
language pi k out pre isely the fragment of the rst-order orresponden e language that is invariant
under generated submodels, and Carlos Are es (using a model-theoreti argument) has proved that
interpolation holds for this language, and hen e that the Beth property holds too. These results (and
others) are gathered together in [2℄. Jerry Seligman has re ently reported a onstru tive (sequent
al ulus based) proof of interpolation. It is now lear that the operator o upies a fundamental
position in the spa e of hybrid languages.

#

#
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Here's an example. Like the satisfa tion operators, # is self dual. That is,

#x' $ :#x:'
is valid. The left to right dire tion of this equivalen e an be proved as follows (the
other dire tion is similar):
1
2
20
3
4
5
6

:i :(#x' ! :#x:')
i : #x'
:i : :#x:'
i : #x:'
i : :'[i=x℄
:i : '[i=x℄

1; :!
Ditto
20 ; ::
3; #
4; :
2; #

i : '[i=x℄
z 5, 6 z
Here's another example: #xx is valid, and we an prove it as follows:
1 :i : #xx
2 :i : i
1; :#
3 i:i
Ref
z 2, 3 z
Strong ompleteness with respe t to the lass of all frames an be shown by modifying the notions of systemati tableau onstru tion and Hintikka sets appropriately.
Moreover Theorem 13 an be extended to over any pure axiomati extension of this
basi system. As before, \pure" simply means \ ontains no propositional variables",
so pure formulas may ontain state variables and the # binder, and this gives us a wide
range of strong ompleteness results.17 The system an be further generalized. For
example, several authors have dis ussed very strong (essentially rst-order) systems
in whi h it is possible to quantify lassi ally a ross state variables using 9 and 8 (for
example [13℄, [25℄, [27℄, [9℄, and [10℄). Internalized dedu tion an be de ned for su h
languages too | indeed, this is what Jerry Seligman did (for languages of arbitrary
signature) in his pioneering work on internalized labelled dedu tion.
8

Related work

I will now dis uss related work, namely Seligman-style sequent systems, and Tzakovastyle tableau systems. These have mu h in ommon with the methods des ribed here,
but there are some interesting di eren es, and one is parti ularly important: Tzakova,
and Seligman in his most re ent work, both employ what I all mixed methods . That
is, they use labelling in both the obje t language and the metalanguage.18

17 For more details, see [11, 12℄. These papers deal with Hilbert systems and use maximal onsistent
sets of formulas rather than Hintikka sets, but the underlying arguments are mu h the same.
18 At the time of writing the nal versions of [43℄ and [48℄ weren't available, and what follows is
largely based on dis ussions with these authors. It is provisional, and doesn't over all aspe ts of
their work.
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Seligman-style sequent systems

In a series of early papers (see [41, 42, 43℄) Jerry Seligman investigated the proof
theory of hybrid languages ontaining satisfa tion operators in whi h it is possible
to lassi ally quantify over nominals.19 The early papers explore internalized label
dedu tion for these systems. In his most re ent work (see [44℄) Seligman has extended
his work to over the languages dis ussed in this paper (and indeed, some others) and
shifted from internalized dedu tion methods to mixed methods in whi h the labelling
is used in the metalanguage as well.
The best approa h to Seligman's work is to return to the sequent-based presentation of internalized labelled dedu tion given at the end of Se tion 3. All Seligman's
systems are related to this, but there are some di eren es. The most obvious onerns the way he aptures the modal theories of state equality and state su ession.
Seligman does not use a rewrite system to do this: rather he uses substitution . Here
are simpli ed forms of two of Seligman's key rules:
[t=s℄ ! [t=s℄
[s=t℄ ! [s=t℄
s : t; !  [SubL℄
s : t; !  [SubR℄
That is, satisfa tion statements of the form s : t li ense the uniform substitution
of s by t (and t by s) throughout a sequent. As an example of these rules in a tion,
here's how to show that

3(i ^ '); 3(i ^ ) ! 3(' ^ )
is a valid sequent; it's probably best to read the proof from bottom to top. The
symbols j , k, and l are taken to be new nominals.

j : 3i; i : '; i : ; ! i :
j : 3i; i : '; i : ; ! i : ' ^R
j : 3i; i : '; i : ; ! i :(' ^ )
3R(i)
j : 3i; i : '; i : ; ! j : 3(' ^ )
WL
j : 3i; i : i; i : '; j : 3i; i : i; i : ; ! j : 3(' ^ )
SubL[i=l℄
j : 3i; i : i; i : '; j : 3l; l : i; l : ; ! j : 3(' ^ )
SubL[i=k℄
j : 3k; k : i; k : '; j : 3l; l : i; l : ; ! j : 3(' ^ )
^L(2)
j : 3k; k :(i ^ '); j : 3l; l :(i ^ ); ! j : 3(' ^ )
3L(l)
j : 3k; k :(i ^ '); j : 3(i ^ ) ! j : 3(' ^ )
3L(k)
j : 3(i ^ '); j : 3(i ^ ) ! j : 3(' ^ )
(Note that ea h of the sequents at the leaf nodes ontains an identi al formula to
the right and the left of the sequent arrow, hen e repeated appli ation of weakening
redu es these sequents to axioms.)

19 The 1997 publi ation date of [43℄ is misleading: the paper was written mu h earlier and is essentially the full version of the 1991 and 1992 te hni al reports. It gives a good overview of Seligman's
te hni al work on sequent al ulus and natural dedu tion for strong ( rst-order equivalent) hybrid
language. In addition, it onvin ingly motivates su h languages from the point of view of an Austinian theory of meaning; in e e t Seligman argues that the Austinian theory demands strongly
ontextualized languages, and that internalizing labels ontextualizes modal languages in the required way. But while the 1997 paper is the key arti le, try to get hold of the 1991 report as well;
it ontains interesting material that didn't make it into the nal version.
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The reader may nd it interesting to redo this proof using the rewrite rules presented earlier. If you do, I think you will agree that the Seligman-style substitutionbased proof is superior; substituting throughout a sequent is natural, whereas stepwise
applying all the needed rewrites to the sequents is tedious. On the other hand, if you
formulate Seligman-style substitution rules for the tableau system, I think you will
nd substitutions less onvenient than rewrites, at least for hand al ulation. Stepwise extension of bran hes is the name of the game in handwritten tableau proofs;
global updates, su h as substitutions are less pleasant to work with.
Seligman gives a detailed proof-theoreti al analysis of substitution in hybrid languages (the reader who worked through the proof of Theorem 13 will realize why this
is useful). This analysis is a Gentzen-style ut elimination proof. However be ause
hybrid languages embody theories (namely, theories of state equality and state su ession), ut elimination is far from trivial; indeed, Seligman pro eeds by showing the
proof-theoreti al equivalen e of a range of di erent sequent systems. One spino of
his analysis is a number of general ompleteness proofs, similar in range and spirit
to the ones dis ussed in this paper. As he shows, it is simple to prove ompleteness
results for his sequent systems by using the ut rule. Then, having established ompleteness for su h systems, he appeals to his ut-elimination results to transfer the
result to the ut-free systems.
But his most re ent work introdu es a more fundamental di eren e: in the sequent rules, the symbol s : ' is not a pure obje t language expression: rather, it is
metalinguisti labelling symbol s : applied to obje t language formula '. The obje t
language formula ' may well ontain nominals and perhaps o urren es of obje t-level
satisfa tion operators as well. That is, Seligman's later work revolves around sequent
al uli ontaining metalinguisti labelling devi es for working with obje t languages
ontaining nominals. This mixed approa h to labelling is interesting, but I want to
approa h it via the work of Miroslava Tzakova.
Tzakova-style tableaux

Miroslava Tzakova has explored tableau systems for a variety of hybrid languages. Her
approa h di ers from the unsigned systems presented here (and from Seligman-style
labelled sequent al uli) in a number of ways, however I will on ne my dis ussion
to just one aspe t of her work: the use of labels in both the obje t language and the
metalanguage.
Let's see how to obtain a Tzakova-style tableau system from the systems of this
paper. Here are the 3 rules given above:

s : 3'
s : 3a
a:'

:s : 3' s : 3t
:t : '

As we have already observed, these rules an be turned into signed rules by enri hing
the metalanguage with the symbols T for true and F for false:

T s : 3'
T s : 3a
T a:'

F s : 3' T s : 3t
Ft:'
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To get to a Tzakova-style tableau system, we take this line of thought a stage
further: we add labels to the metalanguage and thereby generalize the underlying
proof theoreti ideas to languages that don't ontain satisfa tion operators. Let's
pre x ea h formula in a tableau proof by a pair whose rst element is a sign, and
whose se ond element is a label (we'll assume that obje t language and metalanguage
have a ess to the same set of labels; in fa t, we'll simply use our supply of nominals
for metalinguisti purposes as well). When a formula ' is pre xed by a pair (T ; s),
this will mean that ' is true at the point labelled s. On the other hand, (F ; s) ' will
mean that ' is false at s. This yields the following 3 rules:
(F ; s)3' (T ; s)3t
(T ; s)3'
(T ; s)3a
(F ; t)'
(T ; a)'
Clearly these rules trade on the same ideas that the previous version do | but
they do so without assuming that the obje t language ontains satisfa tion operators.
In e e t, the key ideas have been lifted into the metalanguage. And this an be useful.
To give one example, Tzakova has de ned a mixed tableau system whi h handles the
# binder smoothly in the absen e of satisfa tion operators.
But perhaps the most important thing to stress about Tzakova's strategy (and
Seligman's later strategy too, for that matter) is that it is not just lassi Gabbaystyle labelled dedu tion: it makes ru ial use of the nominals in the obje t language.
That is, just as in the systems dis ussed in this paper, the ore dis ipline that drives
the (very di erent) systems of Tzakova and Seligman stems from the fa t that they
treat labels as formulas in the obje t language, and thus endow labels with a logi .
That is, both approa hes treat labels as rst lass itizens, even though they don't
insist on having satisfa tion operators in the language. The presen e of both obje tlevel and meta-level labels makes easy ommuni ation possible between the levels, and
frees Tzakova and Seligman from the need to de ne a full Gabbay-style metalinguisti
labelling dis ipline: the meta-labels an exploit the logi of labels present in the obje t
language. Mixed methods are an interesting tradeo between the extremes of Gabbaystyle labelled dedu tion and internalized labelled dedu tion.
Summing up, there are a tually three approa hes to labelled dedu tion:

External The lassi Gabbay-style approa h. Labels are only provided in the metalanguage, whi h is boosted with some sort of labelling dis ipline (typi ally an
algebra of labels whi h ontrols the proof pro ess).
Mixed Typi ed by Seligman [43℄ and Tzakova [48℄. Labels belong in both the metalanguage and the obje t language (where they are treated as formulas). The
presen e of nominals in the obje t language provides the ore dis ipline, and
frees us from having to provide a full blown metalinguisti labelling algebra,
while the presen e of a metalinguisti labelling me hanism enables us to make
fewer assumptions about the obje t language. The two levels talk to ea h other
via the shared labels.
Internalized As in this paper and the earlier work of Seligman. Labels are only
provided in the obje t language, whi h is further boosted by the in lusion of
satisfa tion operators whi h internalize the labelling pro ess. Permits use of
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standard proof methods, with no new metalinguisti ma hinery, for the required
labelling dis ipline has been fully internalized into the obje t language.
In my view the existen e of this dedu tive spe trum is yet another line of eviden e
pointing to the following on lusion: labelling is not merely an interesting option in
modal logi , it is fundamental. To lose this paper I want to defend this laim.
9

Learning to love labels

The idea of naming states in modal logi and related formalisms has been in the air
for some time. As well as the hybrid logi and labelled dedu tive system traditions,
there is the use of re-entran y marking tags in AVMs and other feature des ription
formalisms (see, for example, [45℄), the use of the A-box and the O operator (\one of")
in des ription logi s (see, for example, [19℄) and the Polish tradition of modal logi s for
rough sets (see, for example, [33℄). Moreover, one re ent approa h to general modal
proof theories (see [3℄) ombines modal languages with (parts of) their orresponden e
languages, thereby allowing the obje t language a ess to labels.
But in spite of this onvergen e, many modal logi ians seem relu tant to embra e
labelling. Labelling, it is on eded, may be useful for some purposes, but it is essentially alien to modal logi , and the theoreti ian an a ord to ignore it. In my view,
this is profoundly mistaken. Far from being an intrusion, labelling, and indeed, a
generalization of labelling alled sorting , is woven into the very fabri of modal logi .
At rst glan e, propositional modal logi seems to o er us a rather limited range
of options. Its syntax is extremely simple, as are the Kripke models on whi h it is
interpreted. Certainly most extended (propositional) modal logi s are based on a
single idea: expanding the syntax by adding more modal operators. In fa t, the idea
of adding new modal operators is now so deeply ingrained that it has ome to seem
the only legitimate form of extension.
But it's not | and that was Arthur Prior's insight. Propositional modal logi s
are all about manipulating propositions , abstra t bearers of information. But there
are many di erent kinds of information, and some kinds (for example, propositions
true at a unique state) bring important logi al ideas (su h as identity) into play. And
these ideas an be pinned down: Prior did so by sorting the propositional variables,
so that di erent types of information were expli itly marked in the obje t language.
This simple me hanism makes it possible to explore the logi al impa t of di erent
types of information.
Prior's sorting strategy underlies the work of this paper. We introdu ed a se ond
sort of atomi symbol (nominals), insisted they be true at one state in every model,
and introdu ed a olle tion of new normal modal operators (the satisfa tion operators)
to exploit them to the full. The hanges involved were simple, nonetheless we learned
that our hybrid language ould do useful work for us: it let us de ne new lasses of
frames and onstru t intuitive proof-theories. A tually, we ould have been bolder
and added further sorts. For example, as long ago as 1970, Robert Bull, inspired
by Arthur Prior's work, introdu ed a three -sorted language: it ontained ordinary
propositional variables (the \arbitrary information" sort) nominals (the \labelling
sort") and atomi symbols true at pre isely the points on some path through the
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frame (the \ ourse of history" sort).20 But let's postpone su h adventures for another
o asion: the important point to note is that nothing we did in this paper (and nothing
Prior and Bull did in their work either), is alien to modal logi . The basi hybrid
language manipulates propositions with the aid of operators, and that is what modal
logi is all about.
The history of modal logi is essentially the story of relatively rigid forms of
semanti analysis (for example, the use of state des riptions in Carnap [15℄) giving
way to more exible a ounts (notably the relativized semanti s of Kripke [31, 32℄, and
a de ade later the general frames of Thomason [47℄). In fa t most of the semanti al
freedom we urrently enjoy stems either from the Kripkean parameter (the idea that
by making the transition relation R expli it and varying its properties we an ontrol
logi s) or the Thomasonian parameter (de ning validity not in terms of all valuations
on a frame, but in terms of some well-behaved sub olle tion).
Prior introdu ed a third semanti parameter when he invented hybrid languages.
Like the Thomasonian parameter, the Priorean parameter is based on the idea of
restri ting the available valuations, but it does so di erently, and with di erent aims
in mind: the point is to make expli it the di erent sorts of proposition we are manipulating, and to identify their logi . Now, this idea gives rise to a vision whi h
seems worthy of further exploration: modal logi as a genuine theory of information,
with the Kripkean parameter ontrolling how information is distributed, while the
Priorean parameter pins down the logi of di erent information types. But it also has
something more down-to-earth to tell us, namely the entral message of the present
paper: labelling, and labelled dedu tion, are part and par el of the modal enterprise.
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